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Dear readers,
our living environments are changing and so are all our mobility patterns. All of us, both
AustriaTech as an expert organisation and you personally, must decide in favour of climatefriendly means of transport and sensitise our mobility behaviour. This newsletter provides
insights into the future of mobility, which changes are imminent, which have already
happened and how mobility can become greener and safer.
And how do you detoxify your mobility?
Enjoy reading,
Your AustriaTech editorial team

News from the citizens' debate 2019
On 6 April 2019, the Citizens' Dialogue on Automated
Mobility took place at five locations in Austria, which
are part of an international dialogue series. First
results show the expectations and concerns of the
population. You can read what these are here. >>>
more
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Information makes the world go round
The first half of the year is not yet over and we have
already published five new booklets. The new
publications are covering the subject areas of sharing
mobility, automated mobility and electro mobility. Click
here to learn all about them. >>> more
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AustriaTech in Dialogue
On 21 May the event "Mobility Data and Linked
Information Services" took place in Vienna. The legal
obligations and implementation activities for the
provision of traffic data via the National Access Point
were discussed. The follow-up report is available here.
>>> more
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With INFRAMIX in Barcelona
The first interactive INFRAMIX workshop took place on
14 May as part of the Automobile Barcelona Fair.
Hatun Atasayar, from the Automated Mobility Team at
AustriaTech, explains in an interview more about the
contents of the workshop and gives a short outlook on
the expected output. >>> more
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Tip
The Call for Submissions for the TRA 2020 in Helsinki is open until 31 May. Submit now!
Register for the ITS Europe Congress from 3-6 June in Brainport Eindhoven.
The Call for Contributions and Call for Exhibitors for CIVITAS from 2 to 4 October in Graz is
still open until 31 May.
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TU Vienna is looking for a full professor in the field of "Transportation Planning and Mobility
Management".
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